
The durable and

environment-friendly
doors & windows system

DOORS     WINDOWS     FRAMES     GRILLS



We have the pleasure in introducing to you a 
spectacular development in modern housing 
construction, residential, commercial, 
governmental and industrial sector. For a 
long time, architects and building 
contractors have despaired of finding a 
suitable remedy against shrinkage, cracking 
and warping of wooden door frames. Angle 
iron, tried for the past many years was no 
substitute for wood. It did combine economy 
with durability, but was singularly lacking in 
elegance.

METALSHAPE door and window frames are 
sleek and stream-lined in appearance and 
extra strong because of the tensile strength 
of CRC sheets from which they are fabricated    
and compare favourably with those of wood 
in cost and strength.

METALSHAPE door and window frames are 
convenient for any type of door panel–wood, 
steel or aluminum. Provided with holdfasts, 
screwed hinges and hinge pockets, to ensure 
firm grafting into the concrete wall, and with 
buffers to make the opening and closing of 
doors a smooth, noiseless operation, they 
are available in single or double Patam and 
in knocked down condition for easy 
transportation, storage and erection.

METALSHAPE pressed steel door and 
window frames are made in various sizes & 
shapes as per your requirement.

Advantages of METALSHAPE frames

Quality finish, termite protected and e

Corrosion resistant

Fast assembly and installation

Steel is unaffected by chemical pesticides 

Extremely durable in all weather conditions

No Warping, cracking or shrinkage

Earthquake resistant 

Quick delivery

Preserve forests

conomical

(All frames made on CNC machines and MIG welded to give superior finish.)

Note how the METALSHAPE frames bring aloud the vibrant colours to make
this school building a happy learning place for children.



WINDOW FRAMES

1) Both glass & wire mesh shutters can be 
fitted in their respective position.

2) The center mullion so welded as not to 
show welding at the edges (BOX TYPE).

3) Provision for A.C. or air cooler in window.

4) METALSHAPE window shutter is made of 
special tubular pipe shaped to look like 
wooden window shutter. 

5) Angular cutting done as per customer’s 
demand.

6) Window shutter is provided with tower bolts, 
cram hole, gate-hook and handles.

7) Z-section window frames and window 
shutters also available.

8) Puff or glasswool filled window frames are 
also available.

9) Metalshape window frame are complete 
with holes for glass fixing.

10) Metalshape window frames are available 
with beading and grill. Grill design is 
standardized but can be modified as per 
customer’s demand.  

METALSHAPE METAL DOORS

1) Metalshape metal doors are available in 
several designs like paneled, flush, vertical & 
horizontal groove door etc.

2) They are strong, secure and provide much 
greater protection from force entry than 
timber door.

3) Durable rot-proof, immune to attack by 
insects, rodents and termite/white ants.

4) They are stable, no shrinking, twisting or 
warping and unaffected by changes in 
temperature & humidity.

5) Metalshape doors come with door frames 
and complete with all the accessories.      
The accessories include hinges, hinge 
pockets, tower bolts & aldrops/mortise   
locks (optional). 

6) Metalshape doors can be provided with 
provision for latch locks or cylindrical locks 
as desired by customer. 

7) Metalshape doors are also available with 
glass panels.

8) Puff or glasswool filled door also available.

DOORFRAMES

1) Doorframes are pressed as per IS 4351:1976.

2) Different types of sections as per customer's 
requirement.

3) Only prime quality cold rolled M. S. sheet of 
18G, 16G or 14G are used.

4) Doorframes can be supplied in knocked down 
or welded condition.

5) Every doorframe supplied with 4”- 4 nos. 
Hinges screwed on plastic coated nuts or 
welded with inner cut (ISI) in accordance with 
BIS standards.

6) Every doorframe provided with three hold fasts 
on either side.

7) Support flat at each corner to maintain corner 
shape.

8) Aldrop hole or mortise lock provision for 
locking arrangement.

9) Every doorframe provided with two nos. 
Bottom ties to maintain proper width of 
chowkhat.

10) Every door frame has mortar guards for 
protecting the rear of the lock and hinges from 
concrete, moisture and dirt while construction 
is on.

11) All doorframes are supplied with red-oxide 
primer outside and black bituminous paint 
inside.

12) Angular cutting can also be done as per 
customer’s demand.

13) Also available in powder coating if required.

14) Earl hole plastic cap is provided for every earl 
hole.

15) Door closer provision provided as per 
customer’s choice.

Wire Mesh Metal Door Window with Window Panels Stainless Steel Door



Why METALSHAPE frames ?

wWe use CNC Machines to give accurate finish to 
form the required section.

wReinforced bracket is provided for hinges which 
are screwed and not welded.

wStandard holes are provided for door stoppers 
and door closers so that they can be easily fitted.

wSpecial arrangement for sliding bolts and latch 
locks.

wCan be provided in knocked down condition on 
request.

wIt’s fitted with strong hold fasts for firm erection.

wThey are supplied in finished condition with 
antirust primer coating.

wBuffers are provided to prevent noise while 
opening and closing doors.

wIt’s sleek and streamlined appearance, gives a 
very elegant look.

wThey are made under stringent manufacturing 
standards for uniform quality, precision and 
smooth finish.

wAll types of profiles and sizes are available to fit in 
any requirement.

wThe wooden texture finish can make your pressed 
steel frame look like a wooden frame.
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Society Building with Metalshape Frames Window in Wooden Texture Paint

Door cum Window frame Note the Neat and Clean Joints
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Profile Section available

Section sizes (in mm)

Single Rebate
A B

B 01 100 x 60
B 02 90 x 50
B 03 75 x 50
B 04 63 x 50
B 05 110 x 60
B 06 113 x 60

Double Rebate
A B

A 01 161 x 60
A 02 151 x 60
A 03 125 x 60
A 04 125 x 50
A 05 115 x 50

B B B

A

A A

Visit us at: www.metalshape.co.in or        www.facebook.com/Metalshape.Industries


